Product information

Print. Web. Tablet.
vjoon K4 is all-in.
vjoon K4 is the ideal Cross-Media Publishing Platform
for creative and editorial teams to collaborate efficiently.
Process-driven and highly automated.
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Today’s Complexity is Tomorrow’s Simplicity
Successful industrial practices simplify publishing

Media today – ubiquitous and diverse
Media diversity – that’s the term that best encapsulates the
change sweeping across publishing houses and corporate publishers. Today’s readers want to be able to get info anytime and
everywhere, on diverse output devices. Print reigned supreme
for centuries, but lately the web has been the place to go for fast
and largely free information. News, brand portals, and shopping
platforms came first, followed by blogs, micro blogging services
and communities. Now social media have become a mainstay of
communication. However, not every reader uses every available
channel, and channels are used in different ways. The simple
solution is to recycle contents by porting them to different channels. Though convenient, this has its drawbacks. Reading a wellinvestigated story published in a hardcopy news magazine is a
gratifying experience, but something is lost in translation when
the same feature is simply posted on the web. And Twitter could
serve to disseminate little more than the headline.
Competing with established channels since 2010, the tablet has
given rise to new usage habits. Although the web also offers videos and in-depth information, it is the tablet that pairs a printed
magazine’s genuinely satisfying read with the possibilities of the
digital world.

What’s more, readers are free to enjoy its offerings offline. Early
benefit analyses have already shown promising results. The tablet presents a great opportunity, but it is not making working life
easier for publishing houses and corporate publishers. Now they
are compelled to cater to yet another channel governed by laws
of its own. Business collateral has a different purpose and audience than publishing houses and media companies’ offerings,
so corporate publishers may find it easier to try out this new
channel. Even so, greater diversity always spawns more complex
workflows, so time and costs remain a daunting issue even for
corporate publishers.
Industrial manufacturing and logistics blazed the trail
The problems of complex processes have figured prominently
in industrial manufacturing and logistics for years – time enough
for bright minds to develop effective strategies. The lessons they
learned can be put to good practice in publishing. Here too, the
recipe for time and costs savings calls for standardization, automation, end-to-end process control. The latter serves to manage
the entire workflow from planning to delivery.
To draw another parallel to industrial applications, content has to
be delivered from third-party systems ‘just in sequence’.

Unified Publishing Process (UPP)
Unified Publishing Process is a holistic approach to
creating, managing and rendering contents for print,
tablet, Web, mobile applications and whatever other
platforms the future may bring.
It is a new approach focused on end-to-end, highly
automated processes. It also became abundantly
clear that a global perspective and a holistic approach are necessary to consolidate publishing processes in today’s editing departments, newsrooms,

and across companies’ diverse organizational units.
Industrial and commercial companies face similar
problems, as studies of their complex production
and logistics chains have shown. And the persistent
application of sound supply chain management practices have proven how successful such processes
can be when they are continuously controlled and
partially automated.

The term supply chain management (SCM) is taken
to mean the planning and management of all tasks
related to supplier selection, procurement, and
conversion, as well as all logistical tasks. It entails
coordinating and cooperating with business partners
(suppliers, intermediaries, logistics service providers, and customers). SCM integrates management
within and beyond the company’s boundaries.
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“For publishing tablet apps a genuine process management is required. You need
automated processes and an absolutely efficient production.
With vjoon K4 and Adobe Digital Publishing Suite we feel excellently prepared.“
urs arnold
managing director, arnold. inhalt und form ag
www.a-if.ch

This means that the publishing system must be able to requisition a third-party system at a certain time, and then integrate the
delivered results seamlessly into the publishing process. These
results can include texts generated by a translation memory
system or images that have been edited or adapted. Routine
manual chores may be automated, to include adapting page formats and styles, and prepping editions and contents for testing
or publishing.
Why standards matter
Standards enable users to work in their familiar environment
– for example, in Adobe® InDesign® and InCopy®. Extensions
to a publishing system must be integrated deeply and interact
smoothly and efficiently with these standard programs. What’s
more, the publishing system’s browser clients have to echo the
familiar look & feel so everyone can reach for their accustomed
tools to work on tablet layouts or website content. Adobe Digital
Publishing Suite (DPS) is emerging as the standard for publishing tablet editions. Well on its way to becoming the established
solution, it is following in the footsteps of Postscript and PDF by
spreading quickly around the world. This widespread acceptance is particularly important for publishers who need to bring
different service providers on board and swap data easily and
efficiently.

Unified Publishing Process was developed with
the benefits of this successful management strategy
in mind.

Why do many fall short of the mark?
Every leading publishing system offers automated features and
workflows, but few pursue a strategy as comprehensive as the
Unified Publishing Process. Some systems settle for select subprocesses or simple status-based workflow control. The underlying concept is often far too inflexible and linear. However,
for process control to be truly effective, the workflow has to be
flexible enough to accommodate contingencies and facilitate
management across the entire process chain, including all subprocesses. This is the only way to save time and money while
freeing up resources better devoted to creative efforts.
Driven by creativity, passion and experience, vjoon® persistently
pursues the strategy behind the Unified Publishing Process.
Print, Web, Tablet – vjoon K4 is all-in.

Manage
Print
Tablet
Plan & Collect

Create & Edit

Provide

For more information about the Unified Publishing Process visit:

Web

www.unifiedpublishing.com
or www.vjoon.com/upp

Other

Publishing Platform

Publishing Process Flow
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The vjoon Unified Publishing Process®
Production with vjoon K4 at a glance

3
2
4
1

1

Plan & Collect

The publishing effort usually kicks off with planning and research. To this end,
editors and project managers use K4 Collections™, where they can work in the
familiar surroundings of Adobe InDesign, InCopy, or the K4 Web Portal™.
K4 Collections™ is a the perfect repository for preparing topics, collecting suitable pictures, videos, texts, graphics and links for background research, and
getting the story off the ground. Best of all, all this can be done for any channel.
Integrated page planning, asset management, PIM/ERP and agency systems enable even more detailed planning and afford access to more comprehensive contents. And from hour one, K4 Overview™/ K4 Overview Advanced™ provide a
comprehensive overview of the entire projected issue for all contributors to see.

2

Create & Edit

vjoon K4 enables every team member to works with familiar tools. They can
draw on Adobe Creative Suite’s entire toolbox to create layouts, format articles,
and write text as well as on Office products such as Word and Excel. The taskbased workflow ensures jobs get done and the work approved in the right
sequence. The system makes it all so easy – even for infrequent users. Utmost
reliability is assured with individually configurable dependencies, rewinds, and
emergency assignments. Many routine manual tasks can be automated for the
system to perform autonomously. The same goes for contents that are automatically dispatched to third-party systems, retrieved after remote processing, and
routed smoothly back into the mainstream workflow.
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“The cooperation between editors and layout designers has never been so close, effective, and especially productive.
With the system-driven forwarding of texts through the entities to the final editor, BASF was able to minimize mistakes
and spend up to 20 percent less time correcting and proofreading.”
matthias götzger
head of layout team service center media and communication, basf se
www.basf.com

Right time, right place: Just-in-sequence content delivery
Saving time starts with planning. In publishing, preparations
begin well before editors begin designating topics and sizing up
ads. The first step – choosing the right publishing platform – is
a milestone move. Opt for vjoon K4 and you will get a platform
that sees publishing as a continuous process, intelligently integrates standard solutions, and puts highly automated workflows
at your disposal. Fully in line with the strategy behind the Unified Publishing Process, this platform is engineered to achieve
utmost efficiency.
Embedding workflows in a process as structured as this has huge
benefits. Any team from small to large with thousands of users
can easily plan, produce and deliver sophisticated publications
to any and all media channels. Internal sub-processes within
vjoon K4 and external flows to and from integrated systems are
synchronized to correlate smoothly.
All tasks are performed precisely at the right time. Contents are
tailored to fit and delivered exactly when they are ready to go
and needed.

3

Provide

vjoon K4 enables samples to be generated for testing, presentation to management, or final production in two ways – manually at any time and fully automatically at a predetermined point in the publishing process. All the steps necessary
to create a printable PDF, generate, edit and provide a complex folio file for
tablet editions, and export files to archives and asset management systems may
be automated. Creat and edit content directly in K4 Web Editor HTML™, upload
all the content to a Web CMS and update or delete it later on from your website.

4

Manage

Keeping on top of the publishing flow and in the know is easy with K4 Overview/
K4 Overview Advanced. They indicate every status and each object to keep
editors, project managers and the head of production posted on the project’s
progress. Different view modes make it easy for them to get their bearings and
check out the details of different portrait and landscape formats, layout variants
and designs. Access for editing could not be any quicker: If the user has the requisite authorizations, the target layout will immediately open and can be edited
in the appropriate application. Teams can communicate effortlessly much in the
way of a live chat. Comments posted on digital sticky notes instantly arrive at the
right place across all K4 clients.
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Improve Your Editorial Workflow
Plan and research topics – create layouts and articles

The ideal integration of vjoon K4 within Adobe InDesign and
InCopy is shown in the system‘s dedicated menu – here you can
find all relevant K4 Layout™ or K4 Edit™ commands. In addition, K4 panels are your window to vjoon K4 from within Adobe
InDesign and Adobe InCopy and K4 Web Portal.
The structured list shows you at a glance what your individual
tasks are, who is currently processing which document, the
status of tasks you have already completed, and much more.
You can see a preview, open old versions of articles, images,
advertisements and layouts, or search for any kind of meta data
information. You can choose between various query modes and
save your own queries and panel settings.

Plan and research topics
Plan and research the topics for upcoming issues and projects
with K4 Collections. It is the perfect place to compile and
capture all the information, images and URLs you need for an
impending story and get started generating initial layouts and
rough drafts. K4 Collections let you work in InDesign, InCopy or
the K4 Web Portal, ensuring you and your team enjoy ubiquitous, 24/7 access to research and stories in the works.
Port selected elements straight out of a K4 Collection and right
into the publishing workflow. All the collated background
information and every element that is not required immediately
for the production workflow remains with the story and readily
accessible in the K4 Collection.

3

1

2

K4 Web Portal
Serving as a central platform, the K4 Web Portal facilitates your browser-based
publishing efforts. It provides all the query options you need, as well as notifications, preview mode and versioning. Additionally, you can easily extend the
K4 Web Portal with more plug-ins as you see fit. With this powerful tool, you are
ready to tackle today‘s tasks and master tomorrow‘s publishing challenges.
The K4 Web Portal automatically launches the appropriate plug-in according to
the selected task and preference settings. For example, it launches the
K4 Web Editor ICML if you wish to work on InCopy documents from a browser
and continue using the same line numbers and line breaks.

K4 Web Editor ICML™
K4 Web Editor ICML is a separate client plug-in for the vjoon K4 Web Portal.
You use K4 Web Editor ICML to edit existing Adobe InCopy print articles (.icml)
that may consist of one or more text objects. K4 Web Editor ICML supports all
elements from Adobe InDesign and Adobe InCopy (e. g. tables, inlines,
footnotes, variables, notes and conditional text). You are able to use the same
line numbers, line breaks and the original font family.
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Working simultaneously and being up-to-date

Managing Office documents and generating
captions and credits

With vjoon K4, multiple users can work simultaneously on any
object type - even on the same object. For example you can edit
an object’s meta data while a colleague edits text or alters the
layout. You can even work on each individual text box within an
article, e.g. the editor creates headline and and body text while
the photo editor edits the captions.

You can also use K4 to manage Microsoft Office documents, e.g.
Word or Excel files, and get automatic notifications when objects
have changed for these content types as well.
Other important features are the automatic creation of captions
and credits (K4 Captions & Credits™) for images and configurable shortcuts for K4 commands (as known from InDesign).

Exchange information and track changes
Digital sticky notes (K4 Sticky Notes™) applied to layouts and
articles serve to share comments and suggest corrections in a
real-time chat interface. Revisions are documented and can be
tracked by saving any desired number of versions.

4
1

Adobe InDesign/InCopy
K4 Query Panel

2

Adobe InDesign
K4 Sticky Notes

3

Adobe InDesign
K4 Layout

4

K4 Web Portal
K4 Web Editor ICML Plug-in

K4 Web Editor HTML

K4 File Manager™

The K4 Web Editor HTML lets you capture native content as HTML snippets for
Web publishing. Texts, images, videos – the Web CMS is able to upload all this
straight from K4 to your Web site for online posting, depending on rights and
workflow. You also can use the K4 Web Editor to work on manuscripts or drafts
that you can convert to InCopy documents later.

The K4 File Manager plug-in provides even more user-friendly support and
lets you handle any kind of data in vjoon K4. It lets you use a Web browser to
manage all files that are not supported by a specific plug-in, such as Photoshop®,
Word and Excel documents.
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Many Channels. Individual Needs.
Print, online and tablets: the unique multichannel workflow concept

Tablet App
In vjoon K4, content is not simply reused for different channels.
Instead, it is adapted to the different demands of specific media,
including Web sites, print publications and tablets.
Designs
vjoon K4 allows you to create alternative designs for layouts or
for variants of layouts. Layout designs are used to create multiple
drafts of the same layout – e.g. alternative cover pages – during
production process. At the end of the production one design is
selected for final production.
Portrait and Landscape

Text and layout variants
Beside designs vjoon K4 allows you to work with variants to
create variations of a layout’s content or the layout itself. You can
create variants to maintain different variations of objects placed
in layouts, for example multiple languages or different picture
resolutions. Layout variants can be used to manage multiple
page geometries which might be due to different text lengths
resulting from the different languages. Each variant can have
different workflows and output channels.

Online

However, all variants are used for production, reflecting different
page layouts or content. Create any number of text variants for
multilingual brochures, diverse tablet editions, different regional
editions or various packaging information.
Web
Mobile

Multiple Output Channels
vjoon K4 version 6 allows content to be created and directed to as many
output channels as needed, such as print, Web, digital editions, mobile devices,
syndication and multiple languages. Each object workflow can have one or
more output channels defined, with each output channel having its own workflow and tasks.

A vjoon K4 user can select one or more output channels at the start of the workflow for an object, or, at the appropriate time, can search for a particular object
and select the desired additional channel(s). vjoon K4 supports publishing to
multiple channels from a single source file as well as from replicas of source files
that are managed by the system. When source files are replicated for specific
channels, vjoon K4 also keeps links among the replicated objects, so users can
keep track of any changes made to the object in other channels.
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Print

PDF

Language Editions
E-paper
Alternative Cover Design

vjoon’s unique multi-channel workflow concept has the advantage of letting
publishers create and enrich content according to the requirements of the
individual output channel and still have all videos, pictures, articles and layouts
centrally managed and retrievable within vjoon K4.

Regional Editions

No matter what strategy a publisher follows – digital-first, print-first or a mixture
of both – vjoon K4 provides a common platform that improves efficiency without
compromising the flexibility to adapt to emerging digital outlets.
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Modern Workflow-Concept
Increased flexibility. More production security.

Task-based workflow: know what to do
vjoon K4 version 6 replaces the old-fashioned and inflexible
status-based workflow model with a modern and flexible taskbased model, in which the system tells users what to do instead
of merely having them check objects in and out and set their
statuses. In version 6, a user simply accepts a task assigned to
him, handles the job and lets vjoon K4 know when it has been
completed. From that point onwards, the system creates or
presents the other tasks needed to move the object through the
workflow until the desired result is achieved.
If the task requires the user to work on an object, such as an
InCopy file or a photo, that object is copied to the user‘s workstation and opened in the appropriate application. If the task
requires meta data input, a panel with the required field(s) is
presented for data entry.
Unlimited number of workflows, object types
and parallel tasks
Numerous tasks can be completed in parallel: Multiple users
can edit text objects in the same K4 article while other users edit
the file‘s meta data, for example. When a user is finished, he
merely has to tell the system whether or not he handled the task
successfully.

Once all tasks associated with a given workflow stage have been
completed, the status of the object is automatically advanced
as defined in the workflow. vjoon K4 can support an unlimited
number of object types and task workflows. For example, an
InCopy file for a news item can have a separate workflow from
an InCopy file for a feature article.
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“We produce with vjoon K4 because it offers us the greatest flexibility
to interact between the Web and print.“
jakob augstein
author & publisher, der freitag
www.freitag.de

Automated internal and external processes
vjoon K4 also allows predefined automations, such as import
with K4 Drop Folders™, export with the K4 XML Exporter™,
automated PDF output via MadeToPrint, reconfiguring page formats for tablet editions, or the execution of custom scripts running as an automated task on Adobe InDesign Server®. Together
with K4 Drop Folders, K4 Captions & Credits and K4 XML
Exporter, you can automate your complete picture workflow.
In vjoon K4, object rules are used to match data from external
sources – e.g. page planning systems. Upon saving layouts, they
can define the page structure of layouts as well as the placement
of objects (pictures, advertisements, and audio/video objects),
and they can constrain the right to select issue, section, status,
or assignment.
K4 External Task Dispatcher™ submits K4 objects to connected
third-party systems for further processing, and retrieves the
results fully automatically. This is a tremendous time-saver when
tasking external applications such as translation memory systems
to provide text or image processing tools to analyze or edit
pictures.

More production security: rewinds and
emergency assignments
The vjoon K4 task-based workflow model allows rewinds and
emergency assignments to ensure that objects can be reverted
to a previous stage or routed to a user who can resolve a problem, if one should occur.
The new model also supports dependencies between workflows
for different types of objects that may influence each other. For
example, a layout can only reach its final status for print approval
if all the content files placed in the layout also have reached their
final status.
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Monitor Your Entire Production Online
K4 Overview and K4 Overview Advanced

K4 Overview lets you monitor your production process via a
Web browser. It displays representations of pages that have
been created using vjoon K4 and Adobe InDesign. You can
determine the production status at a glance, even refreshing the
overview at one-second intervals if you wish. What‘s more, you
have choice of different preview modes, from the entire spread
to multiple and individual pages. Your previews can even include
status colors, text variants and different designs. K4 Overview
Advanced is an extended version of K4 Overview and contains a
number of additional features.
• View modes/Display:
Thumbnails, thumbnails with details, spreads, stack view,
page pictures, object frames, page pictures & object frames,
show PDF. If multiple layouts with the same page number exist in the same issue, or if variants and/or designs of the layout
exist, just click on a button to show another page.
• Attachments/K4 Objects:
As soon as you select a thumbnail spread of a layout in the
browser window, this panel displays a complete list of all
K4 objects, that belong to the layout.

• Accepting tasks (K4 Overview Advanced only):
Client users with Adobe InDesign or Adobe InCopy can
accept tasks for layouts, articles or text objects via page
pictures and the K4 Attachments panel.
• Sticky notes (K4 Overview Advanced only):
vjoon K4 allows you to place comments (K4 Sticky Notes) in
layouts, share them with other users and reply to notes.
• Prediction mode (K4 Overview Advanced only):
The powerful Prediction Mode displays layout pages updated
with the most current object and article versions they contain, even if the layout designer has not updated the layout in
K4 Layout yet. If you are working with object rules and they
are set to be applied automatically, the Prediction Mode also
displays an updated version of a layout, if object rules change.
• Stacks (K4 Overview Advanced only):
You can use this mode to display tablet layouts (vertical
and landscape format) as stacks, one below the other or
side-by-side.

5
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“vjoon K4 and the connected systems are the linchpin of our virtual newsroom to produce our
corporate publishing publications. This combination enables us to create successful
publications translated into different languages in a quick and economic way.”
rainer burkhardt
managing director, kircherburkhardt gmbh
www.kircher-burkhardt.com

1

1

K4 Overview Advanced:
Attachments/K4 Objects

2

K4 Overview Advanced:
Stack View/Page Pictures

3

K4 Overview Advanced:
Spreads/Page Pictures

4

K4 Overview Advanced:
K4 Sticky Notes

5

K4 Overview Advanced:
Thumbnails with Details/
Page Pictures

2

4

3
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The Easy Way to Produce Tablet Editions
Process-driven and highly automated

An entirely new breed of output device arrived on the scene
with the 2010 launch of the iPad. It opened the door to a wealth
of opportunities and possibilities that an energized media
industry is eager to capitalize on. Around the world publishing
houses and media companies, especially, are busy brainstorming
ways to market contents for such devices. In stark contrast to the
free-of-charge culture that dominates the World Wide Web, this
platform could well be poised for the breakthrough of billable
content. Revenues to date and forecasts for the years ahead
show promise, as do initial studies assessing user behavior.
Applications for tablets are seeing more frequent use than conventional online platforms. The tablet unifies the benefits of print
and online content - an appealing layout with stories well told,
enriched with multimedia and engaging interactive features.
With the Apple App Store up and running and other business
models on the rise, the first standards for publishing technology
are taking hold. Companies aim to publish and deliver digital
editions to as many devices and platforms as possible, so file
format certainly matters. A universal standard for all platforms
much like PDF is emerging with the .folio format. When the
floodgates opened, a wave of hastily developed app production
tools inundated the market, but the first professional solution
did not arrive until the Adobe Digital Publishing Suite (DPS) was
released. Its developers factored the entire business model into
the equation from its inception. The market launch was far more
deliberate and very well timed because everything from publishing and distribution to the different platforms to benefits and
market analysis tools were on the drawing board from day one.

Adobe DPS certainly performs well in professional environments
such as those found in publishing houses and corporate publishers, but it takes a publishing system such as vjoon K4 to tap its
full potential. This publishing system takes over and automates
many routine tasks, organizes central data management and
maintenance, structures workflows, and ensures every task is
performed by the right person at the right time using the right
contents. That saves time and free minds to focus on creative
ideas.
Even small teams of two, three, or more people benefit considerably from the advantages of such a system. Anything goes, from
projects involving a single tablet publication to full-blown crossmedia publishing efforts. The more complex the workflows, the
more important end-to-end process management becomes. The
vjoon Unified Publishing Process offers precisely this capability.
So while publishing houses and corporate publisher enjoy plenty
of leeway to try out different concepts in terms of marketing and
content, they can entrust their publishing workflows to wellestablished and efficient standard solutions.
• Use your existing staff, skills, and familiar Adobe Creative
Suite® components.
• Take advantage of a highly automated production within
vjoon K4 – tight integrated with Adobe DPS.
• Deliver engaging, publisher-branded reading experiences on
an array of mobile devices – including Apple iPad, Android,
and BlackBerry PlayBook tablets. Develop digital editions
based on the latest technologies with full support for HTML5.
• Use flexible commerce models to sell single issues and
subscriptions directly and through app marketplaces like
the Apple App Store, Android Market, and BlackBerry App
World.
• Optimize your editorial and boost advertising revenue with
robust analytics based on Adobe Online Marketing Suite,
powered by Omniture®.
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“With vjoon K4, Olympia-Verlag has a stable und scalable publishing system that caters to all the
prevailing channels. Of course, the integration of Adobe DPS plays an important role as the automated
processes save time and money when producing tablet apps.”
dieter steinhauer
art director, kicker sport magazine
www.kicker.de

Implement interactive advertising, enriched with multimedia content and embedded 360 degree object viewers.

Embed videos (within the layout or in full-screen format), live content,
HTML, hotspots (with alternative content or additional details), hyperlinks
(to Web sites that open without quitting the app).

Integrate scrollable areas, picture galleries, animated
graphics, panorama views and much more.

+

+
+

+

Create various designs and concepts for portrait and
landscape view and handle different screen formats.

Assign audio files to pages and automatic sound 
when pages are opened.

+

+

Navigate via scrubber (including page preview) or use the innovative
zoomed-out and browse mode. Design a vertical list for the table of contents or jump via hyperlinks from story to story.
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Just Three Steps to a Digital Issue
Efficient production with vjoon K4 and Adobe Digital Publishing Suite

Plan & Collect

Create & Edit

Provide

• With K4 Collections you can work in
the familiar surroundings of Adobe
InDesign, InCopy, or the K4 Web Portal
for preparing topics, collecting suitable
pictures, videos, texts, graphics and
links for background research, and getting the story off the ground.

• Designing and editing layouts as well as
adding multimedia effects is easy with
familiar standard tools.

• With vjoon K4 all the layouts and
components thereof (images, videos,
animated graphics, etc.) are packed
automatically into a special file format
(.folio) for testing and to deliver the
finished tablet edition.

• Create tablet and print editions in parallel, one after another or independently.
• Adapt content from the print edition to
create a tablet edition – just start a new
workflow and the content is copied
automatically.
• Automated processes in vjoon K4
simplify and speed up labor-intensive
manual routines such as adapting page
formats (e.g. 4:3, 16:9), styles (e.g.
font size) and units of measure (millimeters to pixels).

• The designer controls interactive
features and animations, interactive
buttons, videos, picture galleries, and
rotatable 3D views using panels in
InDesign.
• Pictures and multimedia features
(videos, audio files, and so forth) may
be administered via a central database
in vjoon K4. Contents such as pictures
may be embedded repeatedly and are
updated automatically from the database when changes have been made.
• Information flows freely and quickly:
All users can post digital sticky notes
with comments in InDesign, InCopy
and K4 Overview Advanced to communicate by way of a live chat.

• Deliver your publications to Content
Viewer on multiple devices, running
iOS or Adobe AIR® (e.g. Android) via
Adobe Distribution Service.
• The viewer automatically informs the
reader when new content or a new
issue is available.
• Readers buy one or several issues or
even a subscription via the application in the reader’s viewer, which may
of course be generated to mimic the
look & feel of the publication (Viewer
Builder Service).

• The system ensures layouts and text
are managed separately so that they
may edited simultaneously by different
users.

1

2

3

1 2 3
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Efficient process management
The entire production process is process-driven – including
individual configurable workflows and user rights. Embedding
workflows in a process as structured as this teams can easily
plan, produce and deliver sophisticated tablet editions to any
platform (e.g. iOS or Android). All tasks are performed precisely
at the right time. Contents are tailored to fit and delivered exactly when they are ready to go and needed.
Keeping on top of the publishing flow and in the know is easy
with K4 Overview/K4 Overview Advanced. They indicate every
status and each object to keep editors posted on the project’s
progress. Different view modes make it easy for editors to get
their bearings and check out the details of different portrait and
landscape formats, layout variants and designs. Access for
editing could not be any quicker: If the editor has the requisite
authorizations, the target layout will immediately open and
can be edited in the appropriate application. Teams can communicate effortlessly much in the way of a live chat. Comments
posted on digital sticky notes instantly arrive at the right place
across all K4 clients.

3
2
1
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Adobe DPS Additional Services
Hosted services, viewer technology and tools to monetize and optimize digital publications

Distribution

Analytics

Store cross-platform publication files in the .folio format on a
hosted fulfillment server and deliver publications to Content
Viewer on different devices.

Gain insight into how your readers and customers engage with
editorial and advertising content through tight integration with
Adobe Online Marketing Suite, powered by Omniture.

• Maintain content in a central repository ready for
immediate delivery.

• See interactive overlay performance across all titles, including
user engagement with specific interactivity types within an
individual .folio.

• Deliver your publications to Content Viewer on multiple
devices, including iPad, tablets running Android 2.2 and 3.0,
and BlackBerry PlayBook.
• Automatically notify readers of new content from within
Content Viewer, including customized “push” notifications.
• Enable readers to download only the rendition of the publication pertinent to their device resolution and aspect ratio.

E-Commerce

• Track and analyze application installs and launches.
• Track reader engagement with individual articles and ads
included in a .folio file.
• View which titles in a publisher’s portfolio are generating the
greatest number of purchases and downloads, or review each
title’s performance on an individual basis.
• Enable extended reporting that includes page flow, time spent
with article, ads and interactive elements, subscription data,
and more by delivering data directly to Adobe SiteCatalyst®,
powered by Omniture, for in-depth analysis.1)

Monetize digital content by selling publications through leading
mobile marketplaces or directly from a publisher‘s website.
Viewer Builder

• Sell single .folio, multi-.folio, or subscription-based applications from within Content Viewer for iPad. Purchase within
the application through the Apple App Store or directly from
a publisher’s website.

Automatically create a publisher-branded Content Viewer that
immerses consumers in your publication or documents.

• Sell single .folio and multi-.folio applications from within
Content Viewer for Android using the Android app payment
system or direct from a publisher’s website.

• Create a branded Content Viewer to display publications and
documents across platforms — including on iPad and Android
devices, and soon on BlackBerry PlayBook.

• Integrate with print subscriber databases and fulfillment
systems to merchandise print/digital bundles, promotional
codes, and digital issues to print subscribers through support
for direct entitlement.

• Flexibly create single .folio or multi-.folio applications that
support monetization through leading app stores.

• Restore previous publication purchases for easy portability
when a reader enables a new device (iPad and Android).

• Upload your icons and assets to build and preview a branded
Content Viewer for submission to app marketplaces.
• Manage an existing Content Viewer and help ensure signing
with appropriate security certificates and provisioning profiles
from the desktop.
• Create developer-signed and distribution-signed versions of
your applications.
• Create a virtually unlimited number of branded applications
without size restriction.
• Submit publications for approval more easily with support for
application submission and status management.
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Production with or without vjoon K4
Creative teams benefit in many ways from the integration of the Adobe DPS with vjoon K4

without vjoon K4

Design tools: Adobe Creative Suite
Individually configurable workflows for more efficient teamwork
Separation of layout and text for simultaneous or independent editing
Central management of text, layout, pictures, videos, audios, metadata, and so forth
in a dedicated publishing database
Changes are automatically applied to repeatedly embedded objects sourced from the database
Cross-media publishing (simultaneous print, online, and tablet editions in one system)
Automated prepping and editing of new and existing layouts (for example, converting units of measure,
generating and converting page formats, and adapting styles)
Automated management of vertical and horizontal formats
Browser-based production monitoring
Storage of older versions for review
Featuring the global .folio standard
Automated and process-oriented editing of .folio files
Use of Adobe DPS Services

1)

Requires Adobe SiteCatalyst subscription (sold separately)
© 2011 Adobe Systems Incorporated; Adobe DPS Additional Services; August 2011

with vjoon K4
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Long Distances – Local Access Speed
Connecting distributed locations with K4 Distributed Enterprise System™

Companies that operate remote production sites achieve
tremendous time savings when they use the K4 Distributed
Enterprise System (K4 DES™).
If a user at a location far from headquarters wants to work on
a layout for example, the file is provided by the on-site K4 Local
Data Storage™ (K4 LDS™) rather than the remote K4 Server
at the company‘s headquarter. Layout files including all placed
objects (for example pictures, videos, etc.) or any other file
(e.g. Photoshop, Word or videos) open as quickly as the local
network can deliver them, which is far faster than retrieving
a file from the remote central server. This benefit works both
ways: The edited file is first saved to the K4 LDS on site and then
forwarded automatically to the central K4 Server without consuming the local workplace computer‘s resources. The central
K4 Server automatically updates and synchronizes all associated
files so that users at distributed locations everywhere always
access the same data.

Allocate. Synchronize. Produce even faster.
This is another example of the Unified Publishing Process at
work: Much like a supply chain management system that coordinates and synchronizes logistics, K4 DES delivers the right file to
the right destination far faster. These advantages are beneficial
not just for big media companies with distributed locations, but
also for corporate publishers and smaller publishing houses.

3

1

2
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“vjoon K4 is perfect for distributed setups where customers, picture editors,
proofreaders, and graphic artists work at remote locations.”
marc terstal
head of production, time gmbh
www.time-agentur.com

“vjoon K4 will give clients visibility into what we are doing and allow them to
participate in the layout and editorial processes, which should go a long way toward
bridging any gap between countries on opposite sides of the world and building
the trust that is essential to developing our contract and corporate in-house
publishing business.”
dwight a. chiavetta
president, trade & logistics siam ltd
www.logistics-manager.com
www.airfreight-logistics.com

1

Client requests layout data (incl. pictures, videos, graphics, etc.)
from K4 Local Data Storage (K4 LDS).

2

After editing, the Adobe InDesign document is given back from 
client to K4 LDS.

3

K4 LDS updates layout data (incl. pictures, videos, graphics, etc.)
automatically at K4 Server.

4

Layout data (incl. pictures, videos, graphics, etc.) is automatically
updated at all K4 LDS.

5

Users at locations everywhere always access the same layout data
at local network speed.

5

4
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Administer Workflows and Projects Online
The virtual pilot seat of your production: K4 Admin™

K4 Admin puts you in the virtual pilot seat of your publication
or project. This is where you administer your publications, data
bases, Adobe InDesign Server, K4 DES, Directory Services,
manage all production sequences and define workflows for your
various media output. You can create any number of workflows
for each object type and output or generate dependencies
between individual production steps. All workflows can be freely
configured. This also applies to access rights and the unlimited
number of available meta data fields.
Server administration
K4 Server Admin is a powerful management application extending the management capabilities in vjoon K4. This central entity
administers all assigned publications, databases, Adobe InDesign Server, and K4 DES (Distributed Enterprise System). Users
can access several different databases (Oracle 11g Standard/
Enterprise, Microsoft SQL Standard/Enterprise, MySQL) simultaneously from a single K4 server, migrate data from database
to database, and distribute publications, as the situation requires. This speeds up many processes, particularly backup
and archiving. Publications may even be duplicated in a variety
of ways, for instance, entirely with all contents or with only the
structure remaining intact.
K4 Server Admin also allows many tasks to be executed on the
fly. For example, further K4 LDS (local data storages) may be
connected to the K4 DES at short notice. Additional Adobe
InDesign servers may be temporarily added while the system
is up and running. Furthermore, the configuration for K4 DSI™
(Directory Services Integration/LDAP) is performed centrally
using K4 Server Admin. This function enables agencies and
service providers to manage several customers and publications
in their vjoon K4 system using dedicated K4 DSI configurations
for each.

Admin roles & Wizards
More than one user can use the admin interface, and you can assign specific administrative tasks to each user – for instance, one
person can be in charge of creating new issues. For this purpose,
the system offers a number of templates to simplify data entry.
We have also implemented several wizards that guide the
administrator through necessary setup processes. This includes
error messages highlighting missing data. For example, while
creating a new user profile, the wizard would notify the administrator if no section was selected for the user. vjoon K4 will
always ask the user to enter the correct data, which immensely
improves the organizational security.
Graphical workflow editor
Unique to vjoon K4 is its easy-to-use, Web-based graphical
workflow editor. This innovative tool allows administrators to
rapidly set up, edit and duplicate simple or extremely complex
parallel cross-media workflows, and to print out the workflow
chart for communication and reference.
The new K4 Admin tool also allows a single login for multiple
publications, offers the ability to duplicate publications and user
setups, and incorporates many easy-to-use wizards and help
systems that speed up configuration of users, meta data, queries
and publication settings.
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1

1

K4 Admin:
Graphical Workflow Editor

2

K4 Admin:
Add User, Wizard

3

K4 Admin:
Add User, Online Help

2

3
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State-of-the-Art Software Architecture
vjoon K4 at a technical glance

vjoon K4 version 6 represents the next generation of the
K4 Cross-Media Publishing Platform. It allows publishers to
organize and structure the workflow for all connected users.
vjoon K4 also makes it easy to control the production process
for any number of different objects, such as layouts, articles,
text files, photos, spreadsheets and videos, and for any number
of different output channels, such as print, Web, tablets and
mobile.
vjoon K4 is a multi-tier architectural solution, with an application
server layer running under Apache Tomcat, a client access layer
and a database abstraction layer using JPA/Hibernate.

Data Bases & Integration with Adobe Creative Suite
vjoon K4 is compatible with Adobe Creative Suite 4 and higher.
It supports three database platforms: MySQL Enterprise Server,
Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle. All object files that are managed by K4 – now including images, ads and multimedia content
– are stored in the database as Binary Large Objects (“BLOBs”)
with full versioning. When a user accesses an object file, the file
is copied to the user’s workstation and opened in the file’s native
application, such as InDesign, InCopy, Photoshop or Word.
Extend Your vjoon K4 System via Web Services
A vjoon K4 system can be modified and extended using Web
services (Java, C++, PHP, etc.). Additionally, a set of client APIs
offers flexible and comprehensive access to the application
server and K4 business logic, allowing the system to be easily integrated with other production or content-management
systems. All server-based components of the system are Java
applications, which are configured to run on a standard Apache
Tomcat server.
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“We knew that vjoon was not some flash in the pan, but a long-term partner to us.”
jörg bürkle
head of publishing solutions, burda digital systems
www.burda.de
www.burdadigitalsystems.de

“The control over the publishing process for financial statements has improved massively
with the introduction of vjoon K4. The integrated IT environment has freed up resources that
that we can devote to content.“
tobias beljean
vice director, federal finance administration of switzerland
www.efv.ch
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A fixture on the publishing market since 1990, vjoon® is a leading developer of workflow solutions based on Adobe® Creative
Suite®. vjoon rapidly integrates all Adobe innovations into its solutions and consistently develops its products to meet market needs.
vjoon’s flagship product vjoon K4™ is one of the most innovative cross-media publishing platforms available in the market and lets
you deliver your valuable content to any output channel – print, online, mobile, tablet. Based on the time- and cost-saving Unified
Publishing Process vjoon K4 provides the tools that allow your team to publish anywhere, smoothly and efficiently – wether you
produce magazines, newspapers, sales materials, annual reports or books. Renowned customers worldwide and in configurations
from 10 to more than 1,200 concurrent users benefit from this sophisticated solution. Headquartered in greater Hamburg, Germany,
vjoon partners with a global network of more than 30 qualified integrators to deliver premium system integration and support
services to its customers.

vjoon GmbH			
phone
Kieler Straße 103-107, Haus D
fax
25474 Bönningstedt		
email
Germany			web

+49 (0) 40 55 69 50-0
+49 (0) 40 55 69 50-50
info@vjoon.com
www.vjoon.com
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